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Business, Wealth, Celebrity

“Celebrity Buffett”
1960s2010

Warren
Buffett,
the
American
businessman and investment wizard who is
known in some circles as “The Oracle of
Omaha” for his stock market picks and
investment strategies, is one of the wealthiest
persons on the planet. In 2008 Forbes
magazine estimated that Buffett was then
worth about $62 billion, a value that has since
taken a hit in the economic downturn, but is
still in the neighborhood of $40 billion or so.
Although Buffett was a wellknown figure
and even famous in the business community
dating to the 1960s, he was not generally
known elsewhere. Even through the 1970s and
1980s, Buffet was not the economic “rock star”
he has become today.
In recent years,
however, Warren Buffett has “crossed over”
from purely business stardom to more full
blown, mainstream celebrity. It’s not clear
precisely when this arrival occurred, but the
process began in the 1980s, especially as his
name rose into the upper reaches of the Forbes
400 “richest Americans” list. Then, in the mid
1990s, a popular book on Buffett’s investing
method — The Waren Buffett Way, by Robert
Hagstrom — became a national bestseller,
raising Buffett’s visibility among millions of
existing and wouldbe stock market investors.
Warren Buffett was one of 20 Annie Leibovitzphotographed
By 2003, primetime “Buffet celebrity” grew to celebrities featured on a series of covers for a special issue ‘Vanity
a much higher level, reaching a crescendo of Fair’ of June 2007 focused on Africa. Here Chris Rock is asking,
sorts in midsummer 2006 after he announced ‘Got any good tips?’
plans to give away most of his wealth through a
series of donations — the biggest share of
which would go to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. More on that later.
By 2008 there were other signs of Buffett’s
growing celebrity. He appeared, for example, on
the September 7th, 2008 cover of the widely
circulated Parade magazine, the Sunday
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supplement magazine that typically features a
Hollywood celebrity of some kind on its cover.
Parade is found in tens of millions of American
homes every Sunday morning. The cover story
promised to reveal Buffett’s secrets “that can work
for you.”

Warren Buffett on the September 7, 2008 cover of "Parade"
magazine, the widecirculation Sunday supplement newspaper
magazine that goes to millions of American homes.

Mr. Buffett’s rising celebrity, however, has not
yet made him a Saturday Night Live host, but he
has made cameos in a TV soap opera, and in 2008
he began making a cartoon series for kids to help
teach them about money.
Buffett has also
appeared on countless business magazine covers,
as well as avant garde publications such as Vanity
Fair’s specialedition Africa issue of June 2007
(above and below) which featured various
combinations of Annie Leibovitzphotographed
celebrities on some 20 different covers.
Warren Buffet, however, for much of his career,
was anything but a celebrity. He stuck to his

knitting, so to speak, laboring in the “back office”
of business investment and market analysis,
quietly making his stock picks, amassing wealth
and knowledge. Nor has Warren Buffett lived
most of his life in primetime media country, or
for that matter, primetime Wall Street. Buffet
chose to live much of his life in midAmerica:
Omaha, Nebraska. This was largely by self design;
wanting to live a quiet, average, ifnotfrugal life
style in Omaha where he could devote his
attention to investing — at least a first. But as
more attention came to his investment savvy and
his growing wealth, so did more popular notice. In
fact, the world, or at least a portion of its
investors, was soon beating a path to Omaha to
hear the master’s voice. Still, Buffett’s celebrity
came slowly at first, rising with his “oracle” and
“wealthiest American” stature. By the late 1990s
he had begun to permeate the mainstream press
and media — first on the covers of business
magazines and businessrelated cable television,
and later, more widely throughout the
mainstream press and network television.
Certainly by the 2000s, Warren Buffett was
famous simply because he was “Warren Buffett.”
Another in the sequence of Vanity Fair's June 2007 covers,
this one with Buffett and Bill and Melinda Gates.

Buffett’s story provides a look at how business
celebrities — when they reach a certain level of wealth,
power and circulation — can “cross over” into
mainstream celebrity.
True, Buffett’s popular notice is, on one level, no
different than that of other wealthy business barons
from other eras — Andrew Carnegie, Henry Ford, John
D. Rockefeller, and others who rose to fame and
infamy in their day.
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Yet Buffett’s rise has its unique aspects — rising to
wealth as an investor rather than industrial mogul, for
one. And his popular notice has been aided certainly by
today’s “alwaysoneverywhere” mainstream and
digital media.
But Buffett’s story also shows that once he arrived in
the media glare, he moved to use his fame — and the
media machine that comes with it — to reach a broader
audience on a few selected social and economic issues
of concern to him, pushing his message and lobbying
for changes as he saw fit. And certainly with his recent
philanthropy, Warren Buffett has spoken in a way few
people ever can.

Business Boy
Warren Buffett was born in Omaha in 1930. He
began selling things as a young boy — Juicy Fruit gum,
CocaCola, Liberty magazine, the Saturday Evening
Part of the business & financial press that became
Post, and even used golf balls. In the mid1930’s, at
commonplace for Warren Buffett in the 2000s the
about age 6, he started buying sixpacks of Coke for 25
November 2006 cover of the Wall Street Journal's
cents and reselling single bottles at a nickel each. He
"Smart Money" magazine.
also worked at his grandfather’s grocery store. At
around age
10 or so he concluded that money could give a person At age 11 he had made his
independence, and thereby, the means to do whatever he
wanted with his life. So, at age 11 he announced he would be first stock investments and
also announced that he
a millionaire by 35.
Buffet’s father was a stockbroker, and young Warren would be a millionaire by
often visited his office, sometimes chalking in stock prices the time he was 35.
on the brokerage’s blackboard. At age 11 he made his first
stock investment — three shares of Cities Service oil
company at $38 per share. The stock dropped to $27, but the young Buffett held his marks, selling
only when they reached $40 a share. Later, Cities Services’ shares rose to nearly $200 a share, leaving
Buffett with an early lesson in patient investing that he never forgot. By age 13, Buffett was running his
own businesses as a paperboy and also selling his own horseracing tip sheet. On his first tax return
that year, he claimed his bike as a tax deduction.
In 1942, Buffett’s father was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, the family moved to
Fredricksburg, Virginia near Washington. Buffett attended high school in Washington but also worked
at side businesses. With a friend he purchased a used
When Buffett received his pinball machine for $25, installed it in a barbershop and
a few months they had made enough money to buy
college degree at age 20, within
and install two more machines at other locations, then
his side businesses had selling their little business for $1,200. At age 16, Buffett
reluctantly enrolled at the University of Pennsylvania to
earned nearly $10,000.
study business, but after two years, moved to the University
of Nebraska. It was at Nebraska where he discovered a
book by Benjamin Graham titled the The Intelligent Investor, which taught the importance of “value
investing” — going after undervalued stocks with good names and holding them for long periods, as
opposed to running after the “hot stock ” of the day. By the time Buffett finished his degree at age 20,
his side businesses had earned him nearly $10,000. Buffet next went to Columbia University for an
advanced degree after being turned down at Harvard Business School. At Columbia he studied under
his idol Benjamin Graham, and would later work with him in New York for a couple of years and also at
his father’s brokerage back in Omaha.

First Partnership
In 1956, with the money of a few investors and some of
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his own, he formed the Buffett Partnership in his
hometown of Omaha. He began purchasing stocks with the
goal of beating the Dow Jones Industrial Average by 10
percent a year — and he proceeded to do just that. His
investment success was fueled in part buying undervalued
companies whose stocks steadily rose. By 1962, the Buffett
Partnership, which began with $105,000, rose in worth to
$7.2 million, about $1 million of which was owned by
Buffett and his wife, Susie. But their assets continued to
grow.
Buffett would typically buy when others were running for
the exits. In 1964 when American Express shares fell to $35
due to a fraud scandal and everybody was selling, Buffett
began buying the shares en masse. A year later AmEx
shares were selling for double the price he paid for them. In
1965, after a personal meeting with Walt Disney, Buffett
bought $4 million worth of the Disney Co., then equal to
about five percent of the company. Buffett by this time was
being noticed in the financial and investment communities.
In March 1966, Buffett explained his firm’s strategy to the
New York Times, saying: “We have no formal program of
acquisitions, but as a private investment partnership, we
like to put our money into things with good value and good
management.” The Buffett Partnership ended in 1969. It
had been wildly successful making about 30 percent gains
yearoveryear between 1956 to 1969. This in a market in
which 7 to11 percent gains were the norm. With his first
venture a success, Buffett began forming a new investment
vehicle.
In 1962, he began acquiring shares of Berkshire
Hathaway, a textile mill in New Bedford, MA. As the U.S.
textile industry withered in the face of foreign competition,
Buffett began redeploying Berkshire’s capital into an array
of other businesses, including insurance. He bought his
first insurance companies in 1967, learning how to use their
upfront cash flow and “float” (see sidebar at right) to make
other, longerterm growth investments.
Insurance
companies would become a key part of Buffett’s businesses
and investment strategy throughout his career. He would
eventually sell off the textile portion of Berkshire
Hathaway, but use the company structure as his investment
vehicle. By 1970 at age 40, Warren Buffett was chairman of
Berkshire Hathaway.
Through the 1970s he continued pursuing the same
investment strategy that had made him a millionaire in the
1960s. When stock prices began to drop in 1973, Buffett
became a buyer for the long term. In 1973, one of the stocks
Berkshire began acquiring was The Washington Post Co.
Throughout the 1970s, Buffett’s name would surface on the
business pages of regional and sometimes national
newspapers. “Buffett Is Said to Take Stake of 1015% in
GEICO,” read the New York Times headline on August 13,
1976. That short story — about Buffet’s investment in the
insurance business — ran in the back pages of the
newspaper, but noted that Buffett had “a reputation as one
of the country’s most astute investors.”
In 1977, Berkshire indirectly purchased the Buffalo
Evening News for $32.5 million. About this time, he and
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/

One of Buffett’s early epiphanies
about how to use other people’s
money to make millions for himself
and his investors, came with his
introduction to the insurance indus
try.
Sometime in the 1950s he
noticed that his mentor, Benjamin
Graham held lots of stock in an
insurance company named GEICO —
where Graham would also serve as
chairman. Buffett decided to visit
GEICO’s offices one weekend, and by
chance happened upon a rising
officer of the company who pro
ceeded to give him a crash course on
insurance.
Buffet learned about GEICO’s nice
little corner of the insurance world,
where it sold insurance to a group of
statistically safe drivers — govern
ment employees — and sold to them
direct by mail. By doing so, it cut out
agent commissions and made low
priced policies possible, while the
pool of generally safe drivers it
selected kept claims and pay outs
low. But the big thing that Buffett
learned about the insurance industry
that day, and GEICO in particular,
was the horde of ready cash that
insurance companies could gener
ate. Lots of liquid cash coming in
from premiums that was not needed
to cover a low outlay of costs for
claims. This was bigtime money —
“the float,” the difference between
money in and demand on money out;
money that could be used for other
things, like investing. The benefits of
the insurance company “float” were
real and could translate into buying
leverage and big profits for a
studious investor. Buffett, then still
in graduate school, invested a portion
of his savings in GEICO.
And
throughout his investing career
thereafter, insurance companies
would become a key part of his
investment strategy, making minimal
profits on insurance underwriting,
but using the “insurance company
float” to leverage hundreds of
millions for other investments and
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his wife / business partner, Susie, began living apart, continuing profits elsewhere.
though remaining married. Susie, in fact, introduced him to
Astrid Menks, a woman who worked in Omaha and who
would eventually move in with Buffett and later become his second wife. By 1979, Berkshire continued
buying up stocks it regarded as values, then beginning to buy shares of the ABC television network,
among others. Berkshire shares about this time were trading at $290 each. Buffett’s personal wealth
was then about $140 million, although he was only taking an annual, modest salary of $50,000.

The Washington Post
1970s & Beyond
In addition to buying up shares of the Washington Post in the 1970s, Warren Buffett also
became, by 1974, a board member at the company. In fact, Katharine “Kay” Graham, who then
ran the Post, would come to regard Buffett as a friend and trusted business counsel. But in 1973,
Graham did not know Buffett when he first bought up some 230,000 shares of the company.
There had been one prior encounter in 1971 when Buffett and partner Charlie Munger had
approached Graham and the Post about possibly doing a deal together to acquire The New
Yorker magazine. But nothing came of that venture. Once Graham had established that Buffett’s
investment intentions with the Post were honorable, the two became fast friends. She would later
credit Buffett with providing her key business advice and a broader vision. Graham, for her part,
would introduce Buffett to a broader social world of Washington culture and beyond.
Others at the Post, however didn’t always trust Buffett,
some feeling threatened by his influence on Graham. One
internal fight at the Post flared in 1977 over whether the
Post should buy the New York Magazine Co., then the
publisher of three magazines — New York, The Village
Voice, and New West. In that contest, the Post was
bidding against Rupert Murdoch, who eventually took the
prize, but some inside the Post were opposed to Graham’s
bidding for those properties, feeling it would hurt profits
and weaken their own operation. In the process, Graham
had sought Buffett’s counsel and others, but not that of
Larry Israel, then the Post’s president, who was forced
out. Buffett remained a close Graham advisor and friend
thereafter, continued on the board and also continued to
buy Post stock.
In 1986, however, Buffet had to leave the Washington
Post board following the merger of ABC with Capital
Cities Communications Co. Buffett had helped Cap Cities
acquire ABC and would then have a seat on the Cap Cities
/ ABC board. Government rules then prohibited dual
Katharine
Graham,
in
her
1997
media company board seats. The Washington Post Co., autobiography, explains how Warren Buffett
meanwhile, in separate action, would acquire some Cap became a close friend and business confidant
Cities properties, spending $350 million in January 1986 at the Washington Post.
to buy 53 cable TV systems from Cap Cities which the Post
added to its own cable business; an expansion which helped the Washington Post Co. move up in
its Fortune 500 ranking — to No. 263 on the 1986 and 1987.
Warren Buffett, meanwhile, would return to the Washington Post board a decade later, in
1996, after Disney acquired Cap Cities. By 2003, Buffett’s longheld stake in the Washington Post
Co. of more than 30 years had grown considerably — from an $11 million investment to $1.2
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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billion. As of year’s end 2009, The Washington Post Co. was still among Berkshire Hathaway’s
top 15 holdings of publiclytraded companies. Berkshire then held about 1.7 million Washington
Post shares, or roughly 18 percent of the company.

First Forbes List
In 1982, Forbes magazine began publishing its annual
“Forbes 400” — the 400 richest people in America. Daniel
Ludwig, a shipping magnate, was then the richest person on
the list at $2 billion. Warren Buffett also made that first list,
at an estimated $250 million in wealth. Although not then in
the top reaches of the list in 1982, Buffett was just beginning
his rise into the upper tiers of the super rich.
In fact, in 1983, Berkshire Hathaway shares had begun the
year at $775 per share, but by year’s end they were worth at
$1,310 per share. Buffett’s personal net worth at this point is
$620 million. Berkshire now had some $1.3 billion in its
corporate stock portfolio. Berkshire was making money
buying up lesser known by solid companies such as Blue Chip
Stamps and Nebraska Furniture Mart, the latter for $60
million in 1983. But by 1985, Buffett became a key player in
In 1982, Forbes magazine published its first
some more well known businesses, helping to bring about a
“rich list,” the 400 wealthiest Americans, listing
merger between ABC and Cap Cities, a major media play.
their names on the magazine’s cover, including
Then in 1987, Buffett got Wall Street’s attention when
that of Warren Buffett.
Berkshire Hathaway purchased 12 percent stake in Salomon
Brothers investment bank, making Berkshire the largest
single shareholder and Buffett the director. Berkshire’s $700 million stake in Salomon helped rescue it
from corporate raider Ronald Perelman. (Buffett would return to Solomon in 1990, after a scandal
erupted there over trading rules, with Buffett coming in to run the company for a time after top
management resigned. The company was eventually sold). Buffet’s name by this time also was
appearing regularly in the business press. In October 1987, when the stock market crashed, Buffett and
Berkshire took big hits, but both would recover.

“Warren’s Woodstock”
The Annual Meeting
During the 1970s, Buffett and his partner
Charlie Munger began holding annual
meetings for their Berkshire Hathaway
shareholders in Omaha, Nebraska. At first,
these were lowkeyed “dropbyif you’rein
town” affairs with very few attendees. If any
of Buffett’s investors happened to be in the
neighborhood, they were invited to join
Buffet and Munger for dinner at a local
restaurant and hear the company report.
Maybe a dozen or so attended in those early
days. By 1981, twentytwo people attended
the Berkshire Hathaway conference. By 1985
attendance was up to 250. But soon, the

The Berkshire Hathaway annual meetings in Omaha, NE,
once a “dropbyfordinner” affair of a few dozen, are now
attended by 30,000 or more.
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Berkshire Hathaway annual meeting and conference would draw thousands to Omaha, becoming
something of a national business and finance event.
Today, for some investors, the Berkshire Hathaway annual
meeting in Omaha is an annual pilgrimage — with the “Oracle,”
Warren Buffett, being the main attraction. At least one book has
been written about the meetings. Buffett, in fact, would later
call these bigger, mediaworthy gatherings with thousands of
attendees, a “Woodstock for capitalists.” In May 1998, Business
Week also used the Woodstock description, calling the annual
gathering, “Warren Buffett’s Woodstock Weekend LoveIn.” At
the 2008 Berkshire Hatahaway annual meeting there were
31,000 attendees.

Recent book by a hedge fund
manager attending a Berkshire
Hathaway annual meeting.

For some years now, Buffett has also drawn national press
attention for his unique writing in the annual Berkshire
Hathaway “letter” he sends to his stockholders, noted for its
uncorporate style. Buffett’s annual Berkshire letter, in fact, has
become something of a business literary event, praised for its
colorful and pithy style, while also revealing something of
Buffett’s “aw shucks, dumbasafox” media savvy.

“…Better With Coke”
In 1988, Buffett began buying shares of CocaCola, and soon had a
sizeable position with millions of shares. This surprised some on Wall
Street, especially since CocaCola stock had gained almost 20 percent
a year for eight years, with many analysts thinking it was overvalued.
But Buffett was not among them, and in fact took the opposite view.
Wall Street thought “he was crazy.” Yet Buffett had his own metrics.
He saw CocaCola as a “cash cow” in 1988, a company with steady
shareholder equity growth and an incredibly wellknown brand,
globally. Buffett believed he was buying Coke at a discount price,
compared to a reasonable valuation of the company and its future
prospects. Buffett began buying stock in CocaCola Company,
eventually spending about $1 billion for seven percent of the
company. By March 1989, Buffett’s Berkshire held close to 22.35
million shares of CocaCola.

Warren Buffett made some of his
first profits with Coke as a kid and
later in life as one of the company’s
biggest investors.

“We like businesses we understand,” Buffett told the New York
Times. “Coke is like Mom and apple pie.” And with companies like
Coke, he explained, “our favorite holding period is forever.” Buffett
also explained that Berkshire didn’t buy companies they didn’t understand. “We buy very few things
but we buy very big positions,” he said. In addition to Coke, Berkshire also then held about 12 percent
of Salomon Inc., the Wall Street investment firm; 42 percent of GEICO insurance, 18 percent of Capital
Cities/ABC Inc., the broadcasting and publishing company; and 13 percent of the Washington Post
Company. Buffett said at the time these were among Berkshire’s ”permanent” common stock holdings
— those the company would hold for a long time. By the end
“We like businesses we of 1989, Coca Cola represented 35 percent of Berkshire
stock portfolio. It was a bold move. But with time,
understand,” Buffett told common
Coke would prove to be one of Berkshire’s most lucrative
the New York Times. investments, turning a $1 billion purchase into a $10 billion
“Coke is like Mom and holding that would also generate more than $250,000 a
year in dividends.

apple pie.” And with com

Another standard mainstream company Buffett would
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invest in during the late 1980s was the razor blade maker
Gillette. “It’s pleasant to go to bed every night knowing
there are 2.5 billion males in the world who have to shave in
the morning,” Buffett would later tell a Forbes reporter. “A
lot of the world is using the same blade King Gillette
invented almost 100 years ago. These nations are upscaling
the blade. So the dollars spent on Gillette products will go up.” Buffet also noted in answer to a
question about why he did not invest in foreign stocks: “I get $150 million earnings passthrough from
the international operations of Gillette and Coca Cola. That’s my international portfolio.”

panies like Coke, he said,
“our
favorite
holding
period is forever.”

1990s: Rising Notice
In the 1990s, Warren Buffett began to become more visible
in the mainstream business press and other media. In October
1993, for example, he was now featured on the cover of the
annual “Forbes 400” issue.
“Warren Buffett — $8 Billion and Counting,” said the
cover’s tag line. Buffett was then No.1 on the Forbes list worth
an estimated $8.3 billion, besting other financial superstars
such as fellow billionaires Bill Gates of Microsoft ($6.1 billion),
John Kluge of Metromeida ($5.9 billion), Sumner Redstone of
Viacom ($5.6 billion), and five Walton family members of Wal
Mart wealth ($23 billion together).
Buffett reported to Forbes at the time that he was very happy
with his life, coming across to writer Robert Lenzner as a guy
who didn’t need to rub shoulders with celebrities — or be one
himself. Buffett had then received an invitation from his
Washington Post friend Kay Graham to dine with her and
President Bill Clinton on Martha’s Vineyard in the summer of
1993, but Buffet turned it down. “I have in life all I want right
here,” he told Lenzner who came to Omaha for the interview. “I
love every day. I mean, I tap dance in here and work with
nothing but people I like. I don’t have to work with people I
don’t like.”

Warren Buffett on the cover of the October
16, 1993 issue of ‘Forbes’ magazine, which
ranked him No.1on the ‘Forbes 400 Richest
Americans’ list.

“When Warren Met Bill”
July 1991
Warren Buffett and Bill Gates met for the first time during the July 4th holiday of1991. Bill
Gates, the 35 yearold founder and CEO of Microsoft, the world’s largest computer software
company, was then ranked at No. 38 on the 1990 Forbes list of the world’s billionaires, with
Gates’ estimated worth then placed at $2.5 billion. Warren Buffett then ranked higher on that list
at No. 32 with a net worth at $3.8 billion.
Buffet was then visiting with Katharine Graham, chairman of
the Washington Post, and her editorial page editor and friend,
Meg Greenfield, at Greenfield’s house on Bainbridge Island, a
short ferry ride away from Seattle. Also on the agenda that
weekend was a planned visit to the nearby fourhouse
compound of the Bill Gates family. A dinner was planned with
all of them plus Bill Gates’ parents, Bill senior and Mary Gates,
and several other friends. Neither Buffet nor Bill Gates was
excited by the prospect, as both were known to be bored with
small talk and looked for the exits when they were with folks
they didn’t care for. In fact, on the drive to the Gates compound,
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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Buffett reportedly said: ‘What the hell are we going to spend all
day doing with these people? How long do we have to stay to be
polite?'” Gates too, had complained to his mother about having
to make the visit, claiming he was too busy and had to work. But
Gates did want to meet Kay Graham of the Washington Post. So
he reluctantly agreed, arriving by helicopter so he could depart
quickly later that evening. As for Buffett, Gates remarked to his
mother, “I don’t know about a guy who just invests money and
picks stocks. I don’t have many good questions for him; that’s
not my thing…” So, for the two principals, it looked like it might
not be the best gathering.

Bill Gates.

When Buffett and Gates were
introduced, Buffett skipped the Warren Buffett.
small talk and immediately asked
Gates about the computer business. Was IBM going to do well in
the future was it a competitor of Microsoft? Computer companies
seemed to come and go, he offered, and why was that so? Gates
began his explanation and along the way advised Buffett to buy
two stocks, Intel and Microsoft. Then Gates asked Buffett about
the economics of newspapers, and Buffett gave him the scoop
there, telling him the prospects were not good given the rise of
other media. Within minutes the two men were intently
engaged in extended conversation with each other — to the
exclusion of others attending the gathering and the chagrin of
their hosts.

“We talked and talked and talked and talked and paid no
attention to anybody else,” recalled Gates. “I started asking him a whole bunch of questions
about his business, not expecting to understand any of it. He’s a great teacher, and we couldn’t
stop talking.” Buffett recalled that Gates tried to convince him to get a computer. and even agreed
to send someone to teach him how to use it. Buffet declined, not sure how he would make good
use of it saying he wasn’t the kind who incessantly had to check his stocks, and that he did his
income taxes in his head. In any case, a fast friendship was in the making. By the time they
reached the dinner table, Bill Gates, Sr. put a questioned to his guests: What factor did people feel
was the most important in getting to where they were in life? Both Buffett and Bill Gates said
“focus.” Later, as the helicopter departed, Gates was not on it.

Warren’s Way
By the mid1990s, Buffett was soon thrust into the
limelight from another direction. In November 1994, the
publication of the book, The Warren Buffett Way by
author Robert G. Hagstrom, helped make Warren Buffett
a much more widely known person. The book sold over a
million copies and spent 21 weeks on the New York Times
hardcover nonfiction bestseller list.
Hagstrom, a
Philadelphia money manager, revealed no great secrets,
but rather, described how Buffett went about picking
companies and what he looked for. Hagstrom writes:
“When Buffett invests, he sees a business. Most investors
see only a stock price.” Hagstrom found that Buffett gave
high grades to managers who increase value for
shareholders with their decisions.
For example,
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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companies that bought their own stock back — reducing
the shares outstanding and raising their value — were high
on Buffett’s list. Capital Cities/ABC, in which Berkshire
had a $1.7 billion stake, bought back nearly 2 million of its
18 million outstanding shares between 1988 and 1992.
Other Berkshire holdings that did stock buybacks included
the Washington Post Co., GEICO, and PNC Bank.
Hagstrom’s book also noted that Buffett liked big
businesses that had sizeable shares of their markets or
were shielded from competition so they could earn higher
profits — companies like CocaCola and Gillette — as well
as others that had simple but good business plans, like
GEICO. These and other Buffett methods were covered in
Hagstrom’s book, which not only stayed on bestseller lists
for several months, selling over 1 million copies, but also
helped fuel a price surge in Berkshire Hathaway’s stock.
Priced at $16,000 a share in mid1994, Berkshire’s stock
rose to a thenrecord $25,000 a share in early 1995.
Readers of the book who wanted to own, and subsequently
purchased, a share or two of Buffett’s company were
believed responsible for the price increase. After the
book’s popular rise, the mainstream press began covering
Buffett somewhat more intently as well. Hagstrom,
meanwhile set up a mutual fund based on Buffett’s
investment strategies, a fund that was later acquired by
Legg Mason. Hagstrom would also write two additional
Buffett books — “The Warren Buffett Portfolio” in 1999,
and “The Essential Buffett” in 2001.

Robert Hagstrom's bestselling 1994 book on
Warren Buffett's investing methods also helped to
raise the public visibility of Buffett.

“Disney, Buffett & ABC”
The Sun Valley Deal
In 1995, Warren Buffett was attending the annual gathering of business and media moguls in
Sun Valley, Idaho — a gathering of the rich and powerful for schmoozing, seminars, and sharing
ideas in a relaxed setting. Michael Eisner, then chairman of the Walt Disney Company, was there,
as well as a number of other Hollywood and media notables. In one talk about his company,
Eisner used a letter he had received from Warren Buffett two years earlier to drive home a point
about Disney’s rising value. In 1993 Buffett had written Eisner explaining: “In 1965, I bought 5
percent of Disney for approximately 4 million dollars. That’s the good news. The bad news is that
I sold it two years later [1967] at about a $2 million profit.”
Eisner then explained that he couldn’t resist replying to
Buffett — rubbing salt in the wound, more or less — that if
Buffett had held his position in Disney through 1993, it
would have been worth $552 million. “Since Warren is here
today,” continued Eisner in his Sun Valley talk, “I just
thought I’d bring him up to date. If he had held on to that
original investment over all these years, today his $4 million
would be worth $869 million.” But Eisner was quick to tell
his audience they shouldn’t feel too badly for Buffett, adding:
“If Disney had purchased $4 million worth of Warren’s
Berkshire Hathaway stock in 1965…it would be worth in
excess of $6 billion today.”
Warren Buffett, meanwhile, would get another shot at
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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Disney — though this time from a different direction — with the dealmaking occurring right there
in Sun Valley shortly after Eisner had given his talk. More on that in a moment; first a little
background.
In 1979, Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway began to acquire stock in the ABC television
network, adding to and holding those shares for the next several years. In March 1985, a company
named Capital Cities Communications made a surprising $3.5 billion acquisition of ABC, a
stunning media buy as ABC was then some four times bigger than Capital Cities. Warren Buffett
and Berkshire Hathaway, it turned out, helped finance the deal. In return, Buffett and Berkshire
got a 25 percent stake in the new Cap Cities/ABC colossus, then one of the biggest media concerns
on the scene. In 1995, by the time Warren Buffett and
Buffett, it would turn out, Michael Eisner and others were convening at the Sun
would be right in the Valley media fest, Warren Buffett owned 13 percent of
Capital Cities/ABC.

middle of some of the
biggest media deals of the
1980s and 1990s — and
making a few bucks in the
process.

After Eisner finished his Sun Valley talk, he
happened to run into Warren Buffett in the parking
lot. The conversation between the two turned to some
current media mergers then in play, as Disney was
then considering a move to acquire the CBS television
network, also being sought by the Westinghouse
Corporation. But then Eisner, of Disney, said to Buffett — “…Unless, of course, you want to sell
us Cap Cities [and ABC] for cash.” To Eisner’s surprise, Buffett responded, “sounds good to me,”
who then suggested they both go talk to Tom Murphy about it. Murphy was head of Cap Cities
and Buffett at that moment happened to be on his way to meet him and Bill Gates of Microsoft.
“I’m just going to meet him,” Buffet told Eisner. “We have a date to play golf with Bill Gates. Why
don’t you walk over with me.”
Eisner walked along with Buffett and upon meeting Murphy, Buffett made introduction:
“Michael wants to pay cash for Cap Cities,” said Buffett to Murphy. “I think he’s right. Any time
we ever bought anything at Berkshire that worked out, it was in cash. What do you think, Tom?”
Eisner recalled that Murphy then seemed taken aback by Buffett’s direct manner on such a major
deal. In fact, Disney and Cap Cities three months
earlier had held unsuccessful negotiations about such “…Here we were, standing
a deal. But Eisner and Murphy then proceeded to talk together in a parking lot in
about a new deal while still in the parking lot. Eisner,
the middle of Idaho,
only a few minutes earlier, had a chance encounter
with Larry Tisch, chairman of CBS, who had also talking about a $20 billion
passed by. In that conversation, Eisner mentioned to transaction.”
Tisch that Disney was still interested in CBS. So when
– Michael Eisner, Disney CEO
Eisner next spoke to Murphy, he made sure to casually
mention that he had just talked to Tisch, wanting
Murphy to know that Disney was looking elsewhere too, i.e., at CBS. Murphy told Eisner he
would give the Cap Cities “saleforcash” idea more thought, and the two men agreed to talk the
next week by phone when they returned to their offices. Eisner later marveled at the serendipity
of the whole improbable series of chance meetings that day in Idaho — with all the requisite
players coming together within minutes by happenstance to talk about a potential major media
deal: “Here we were, standing together in a parking lot in the middle of Idaho, talking about a $20
billion transaction.”
After Eisner and Murphy later returned to their offices, they began a series of telephone calls
and negotiations, essentially agreeing to a deal after some days of back and forth — and without
lots of middle men and lawyers involved. Although at
The deal made eminent first, Eisner and Disney were still nominally in the
sense to Buffett–merging running to acquire CBS — and Eisner used that as a
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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the No.1 content company,
Disney, with the No.1
distribution company, Cap
Cities / ABC.

point of leverage in his talks with Murphy — CBS
would be bought by Westinghouse. Disney then made
the deal with Cap Cities/ABC — at $19 billion; then the
second largest acquisition in corporate history.

Warren Buffett, as a Cap Cities director, was a
major influence on Cap Cities’ decision to accept
Disney’s bid. And Buffett was a very happy camper by the time the deal closed in New York.
Berkshire’s 20 million shares of Cap Cites fetched a pretax return in the neighborhood of $2.1
billion. Buffett took his payment in all Disney stock rather than cash, showing his and Berkshire’s
confidence in Disney. Buffett had also been buying up additional Disney shares. At the news
conference in New York announcing the deal, Buffett, then 64, sat on the dais with Disney
Chairman Michael Eisner and Cap Cities/ABC Chairman Thomas Murphy. Eisner repeatedly
referred to how much Warren Buffett approved of the deal. Buffett, for his part, added: “This
deal makes more sense than any other deal I have seen except for the [1986] Cap Cities and ABC
deal. It is a merger of the No. 1 content company [Disney] with the No. 1 distribution company
[ABC].”

The Buffett Millionaires
Further enhancing the “pop persona” bona fides of Warren Buffett, were the national press stories
that began appearing in the midand late1990s of average people who became fabulously rich courtesy
of “Warren’s Way.” In May 1997, for example, the story of Rabbi Myer Kripke and his wife Dorothy
appeared. The Kripke’s, who had become friends to Buffett in the 1960s, gave him a $65,000
inheritance at that time to invest. By 1996, Buffet had turned that $65,000 into $25 million. And the
Kripkes were not alone. In July 1998 another Buffetmademillionaire story emerged featuring
Polytechnic University professor Donald Othmer and his wife, Mildred, who some decades ago
invested most of their savings with Buffett, an old family friend. After the couple passed away — he in
1995 and she in April 1998 — it was learned that they left most of their money to their favorite
charities. However, their level of giving was astounding, and clearly distinguished from the typical
academic couple, leaving a combined estate of $750 million.
By the late 1990s as well, Buffett’s annual gatherings in Omaha
were drawing a lot more attention. Berkshire Hathaway’s stock value
was up a walloping 50 percent, so everybody at those meetings was
very happy. By the end of 1998, Berkshire Hathaway had amassed
shareholder equity worth $57 billion. This was a staggering sum of
money and an awesome accomplishment for Buffett that placed
Berkshire ahead of General Electric, Microsoft, and every other U.S.
corporation. In fact, worldwide, Berkshire ranked second behind
only Royal Dutch/Shell Group. But Buffett and Berkshire showed no
signs of slowing down. That year, Berkshire completed the purchase
of General Reinsurance for $22 billion, Buffett’s largest such deal
then to date. By 1999, with insurance giants such as GEICO and
General Re at his disposal, Buffett’s steady flow of lowcost
investment dollars courtesy of the “float” was bigger than ever —
then placed at about $21 billion. Meanwhile, those who had invested
$10,000 with Berkshire in 1965 would by 1999 have $51 million. By
comparison, that same amount invested in the Standard & Poor’s
500 stock index over the same time period would have fetched just
under $500,000

Warren Buffett on the cover of a July
1999 edition of "Business Week," part
of the business press coverage of
Buffett in the late 1990s.

In late November 1999, Buffett, now 69 years old, was named
“investor of the century” in a survey by the Carson Group, placing
him ahead of other wellknown investors such as Peter Lynch and John Templeton. But not everyone
agreed that Buffett was the most astute investor, especially as the hightech craze overtook Wall Street.
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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“Warren’s Lost It”
In 1999, after Berkshire reported a very small net increase per share for its investors, several
newspapers ran stories about the demise of Warren Buffett. As the hightech stock run up continued
into 2000, Warren Buffett was considered by some of the more “gogo” investors of that day as
something of a “has been” — an investor who had peaked who was even called “extinct” for staying out
of high tech stocks. He was seen as a “yourfather’sOldsmobile” investor at a time when all the kids
were buying up those hot, hightech Lamborghini type stocks. Buffett was skeptical of hightech stocks
and how they made money. He warned of an overvalued
market that was heading for trouble. In fact, at that famous Buffett’s remarks, though
summer gathering of media, technology and financial
received, were
moguls at Sun Valley, Idaho, Warrren Buffett was asked to politely
give the concluding talk in July 1999. His remarks, though seen as out of touch with
politely received, supported the view among the smart set the “new paradigm” of
that Buffett was out of touch with the “new paradigm”of
high technology and ever
high technology and everrising internet stock valuations.

rising

internet

stock

Buffett’s talk — complete with stock market history,
slides and charts, careful Warren Buffett reasoning, and a valuations.
share of corny examples — delivered a message that most of
his hightech listeners and their financial sidekicks were not keen to hear. There was no “new
paradigm,” Buffett said. The market could only yield what the economy produced, and this market was
way out of sync in that respect. The next seventeen years, he explained, might not look much better
than the dismal 1964to1981 period when the Dow had gone exactly nowhere. “If I had to pick the
most probable return over that period,” he said, “it would probably be six percent.” But many
investors — including those listening to Buffett’s words — expected much higher returns, more in the
neighborhood of thirteen to twentytwo percent. Much of
Buffett’s message that day Buffett’s message that day was ignored and dismissed —
March 2000, when the “dot com”bubble began to
was largely ignored — until
implode. Yet for a time, Buffett was considered by the
until March 2000, when smart money as “out of it” and “losing his edge;” a guy who
the “dot com” bubble had missed the hightech moment and was now rationalizing
his mistake.

began to implode.

But Warren Buffett was still a businessman the nation
would turn to in time of crisis. After the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001, Buffett appeared on the Sunday CBS television news magazine, 60 Minutes, as
one of three then prominent business figures — along with former General Electric CEO Jack Welch, Jr.
and Robert E. Rubin, former U.S. Secretary of Commerce — to help calm the public and assure the
nation that the economy could weather the terrorists’ attack on New York’s financial center.

Social Issues
Warren Buffett has been guided throughout life by a certain set of business values that shaped his
investment strategy — toughminded capitalist tendencies for the most part, the kind that can often be
insensitive to worker, community, and other social values. On occasion, Buffett made statements that
cast him as uncaring capitalist, focused primarily on financial gain. But he also had experiences that
moved him to address the side effects of his investments as well as the general excesses of market
capitalism.
Early on, in the late 1950s, Buffett had an
experience in which he received a dose of bad
press as a result of some of his investments. The
bad notice came in 1958, after he bought a small
windmillmaker in Beatrice, Nebraska called
Dempster Mill Manufacturing. In this deal, he
proceeded to milk this company’s assets and put
up the remains for sale. Local papers called it like
it was: heartless, bigcity financier does a number

Buffett Politics
1950s2010
Warren Buffett’s father, Howard, was a
Republican, and a threeterm member of U.S.
Congress from 1943 to 1949. Like his father,
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on local business. Buffett discovered then that he
had little stomach for that kind of social critique;
he did not like being attacked or painted the ogre.
The incident proved a turning point, or at least
one that made him more sensitive to
repercussions of his money making. Buffett
wanted to be a good guy, loved and admired, but
he also wanted to become one of the world’s
richest businessmen. How to do that was the real
trick, and he didn’t always succeed.
In the mid1960s, he established the Buffett
Foundation, which began disbursing a small
portion of money for various causes, mostly to
familyplanning clinics. In the late 1960s, he
worked to integrate Omaha’s segregated country
clubs, and in the 1970s, through Nebraska
newspapers he owned, became involved in
bringing the spotlight on Nebraska famous Boy’s
Town and some questionable uses and
expenditures of its endowment. The papers, in
fact, won a Pulitzer for the stories.
In 1982, Berkshire instituted a corporate
philanthropy program that allowed share
holders to direct a portion of the company’s
charitable contributions. With this policy, Buffett
said he hoped to foster an “owner mentality”
among
shareholders,
who
responded
enthusiastically,
with
more
than
95
percent participating each year since the
program’s inception.
In 1986, when he could have made his business
a private equity fund, and closed to public
scrutiny for the purpose of avoiding certain tax
consequences, Buffett chose instead to keep
Berkshire Hathaway a public company, paying a
tax cost of some $185 million. Some observe that
this was part of Buffett’s wanting favorable public
notice, and that he had “exchanged cash for an
audience,” as Michael Lewis put it in a 2009 New
Republic review of the Buffett biography,
Snowball.
Still, at times Buffett would act as an old
fashioned capitalist– exploiting weakness, being
insensitive to workers, driving hard bargains, or
otherwise not worried about consequences. In
1987, for example, he said of investing in tobacco:
“I’ll tell you why I like the cigarette business. It
costs a penny to make. Sell it for a dollar. It’s
addictive. And there’s fantastic brand loyalty.”
Buffett would later soften his views on tobacco,
noting at his annual shareholder meeting in 1994
that investments in tobacco were “fraught with
questions that relate to societal attitudes….” and
that he would “not like to have a significant
percentage of my net worth invested in tobacco
businesses.”
He added that although the
economy of the tobacco business may be fine,
“that doesn’t mean it has a bright future.” Buffett

Warren Buffett was a Republican, too — for a
time. By the early 1960s, however, he switched
parties. “I became a Democrat basically because
I felt the Democrats were closer by a
considerable margin to what I felt in the early
60s about civil rights,” explained Buffett in
1993 comments to a Forbes reporter. “I don’t
vote the party line. But, I probably vote for
more Democrats than Republicans.” He has,
however, been bipartisan in his political
campaign giving.

U.S. Senator Hillary Clinton and Warren Buffett.

In 1987, he made donations to the
presidential campaign of Senator Bob Dole,
Republican of Kansas. He has also supported
fellow Nebraskans in their political endeavors,
including the 1992 presidential campaign of
Democratic Senator Bob Kerrey, and the
campaign of Rep. Tom Osborne, Republican
and former football coach at the University of
Nebraska. In 2000, he gave money to the
presidential campaign of former Senator Bill
Bradley, Democrat of New Jersey and
supported the U.S. Senate campaign of Hillary
Clinton, Democrat of New York. In 2003,
Buffett donated to the presidential campaign of
Senator Bob Graham, Democrat of Florida. He
has also supported Senator Russell D. Feingold,
Democrat of Wisconsin, and Representative
Christopher Shays, Republican of Connecticut,
leaders in the fight for campaign finance
changes.
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would also use his annual letter to shareholders
to speak out on issues of the day, or to criticize
certain practices, as he did in March 1999 when he
accused fellow CEOs of manipulating earnings
figures with accounting tricks, praising efforts by
then SEC chairman Arthur Levitt to end such
practices.
In October 2002, Buffett announced he would
give the Nuclear Threat Initiative $2.5 million
over five years and become adviser to its board.
The group, founded by Ted Turner and former
Sen Sam Nunn, aims to reduce the threat of
nuclear, biological and chemical weapons.

More Love, Less Money

California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger & Warren
Buffett.

In August 2003, Buffett was named an
adviser to Republican Arnold Schwarzenegger
who became California’s governor that October
in a special recall election to replace then
Governor Gray Davis. In the 2008 national
election, Buffett endorsed Barack Obama for
president, stating that he was at odds with
Republican candidate Senator John McCain’s
views on social justice issues.

In 2003,
life changed
for Warren
Buffett. His
wife and long
time partner,
Susie
Buffett, was
diagnosed
with cancer
at the age of
72 and would
pass away a
year later.
Buffett
began
thinking
differently
then,
and
according to
Alice Schroeder's 2008 book on Buffett,
some
"The Snowball."
observers, he
became
much more public. Alice Schroeder, writes in her book on Buffett, The Snowball:

“…Before 2003 Buffett’s need for attention had been satisfied by a few interviews a year and the
shareholder meeting. He had always been careful and strategic in his cooperation with the media
(if not always forthcoming about just how cooperative he had been). But starting around the time
of Susie’s illness, for whatever reason, he had begun to need the mirror of media attention,
television cameras especially, almost like a drug. The intervals he could tolerate without publicity
were growing shorter. He cooperated with documentaries, spent hours talking to Charlie Rose
[moderator of the late night PBS Charlie Rose Show], and became such a regular on CNBC that it
started to prompt puzzled queries from his friends.”
“Basically, when you get to my age,” Buffett would say to a group of business school students around
2003, “you’ll really measure your success in life by how many of the people you want to have love you
actually do love you.” Buffett added that he knew people who had a lot of money, and who got
testimonial dinners and hospital wings named after them. “But the truth is that nobody in the world
loves them.” Warren Buffett wanted people to love him.

The Big Give
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In June 2006, Buffett announced that he gradually
would give away 85 percent of his Berkshire holdings to
five foundations in annual gifts of stock, starting in July
2006. The largest contribution would go to the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation. Buffett pledged to give the
foundation approximately 10 million Berkshire Hathaway
Class B shares spread over multiple years through annual
contributions – a total 2006 value of approximately $30
billion. The Gates foundation is focused on world health,
improving U.S. libraries, and high school education. Bill
and Melinda Gates, in fact, credit Buffet with helping to
inspire their thinking about giving money back to society.
With the dramatic announcement of Buffett’s gift, there
came a round of news stories and media appearances,
some made jointly with Bill and Melinda Gates, and a
number by Buffett alone.
In addition to his own philanthropy, Buffett has also
occasionally prodded America’s wealthiest to do more. In
October 2007, he issued a challenge to members of the
Forbes 400 richest Americans list, saying he would donate
Warren Buffett on the cover of ‘Fortune”
$1 million to charity if the collective group (or a significant
magazine, July 2006, one of many such stories in
number of them) would admit they pay less taxes, as a
the wake of his June 2006 announcement to give
percentage of income, than their secretaries. Days after
away most of his wealth.
issuing the challenge, Buffett appeared before Congress to
encourage it to keep the estate tax. Armed with a few
Forbes 400 issues at the ready, he told the hearing that “dynastic wealth, the enemy of a meritocracy, is
on the rise.” He has also spoken out on the market system and wealth distribution: “The market system
is not perfect in any kind of distribution of wealth, and taxation is a way you get to the excesses of what
the market system produces and where you take care of the people that get the short straws. In a
country as prosperous as we are, nobody should get a really short straw.”
Buffett, of course, isn’t alone among wealthy Americans who have
given back to society. Nor is Buffett the first to challenge America’s
richest to do more. Ted Tuner in 1996, for example, suggested that
there be a “400” list for those who gave away the most money, which
New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd promptly wrote about in a
piece titled “Ted’s Excellent Idea.”

Other Issues
In 2007, Buffett and Berkshire demonstrated some sensitivity to
environmental concerns when PacifiCorp, a subsidiary of his
MidAmerican Energy Company, cancelled six proposed coalfired
power plants. The cancellations came in the wake of pressure from
regulators and citizen groups, including a petition drive organized by
Salt Lake City real estate broker Alexander Lofft and directed at
Buffett personally. Some 1,600 petitioners — citizens, business
owners, public servants, and others — appealed to Buffett in a letter
explaining that further coal generation in Utah would compromise
health, obscure viewsheds, contaminate watersheds, thin the
snowpack, and compromise local economic gains and property values.

Warren Buffett's investing suc cess
being touted by "U.S. News & World
Report," 2007.

Other protests have also targeted one or more Buffett or Berkshire
investment from time to time, as in the case of human rights activists
in 2007 targeting Buffett’s investment in Petro China and that
company’s role in Darfur; or Native Americans from the Pacific
Northwest at odds with MidAmerican Energy dams on the Klamath
River; or a BuffettBerkshire held Fruit of the Loom subsidiary
implicated in National Basketball Association products made in
http://www.pophistorydig.com/topics/tag/warrenbuffettandsunvalleyidaho/
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Chinese sweatshops.
Money’s tendrils, it seems, can lead to some unpleasant places,
even as Buffett tries to do the right thing.

Protest over the Klamath River.

“ARod & LeBron”
Buffett & Sports Stars
Warren Buffett has also
befriended a few sports
superstars in recent years,
among them, New York
Yankee
slugger
Alex
Rodriguez and Cleveland
Cavaleirs’ LeBron James.
Buffett has known Rodriguez
on a personal basis for some
years now and is a big fan of
ARod, believing he will
eventually set the alltime
home run record. “A couple
years ago, he got in touch
with me and wanted to come
in
and
talk,”
Buffett NY Yankee, Alex Rodriguez.
explained to a New York
Times reporter in 2007.
“We hit it off very well.” Rodriguez, for his part, says he
contacted Buffett because, “I just always admired him as an
American icon more than anything… I have so much respect for
everything he’s accomplished and how humble he’s stayed despite
all of his success.” Before ARod and Buffett had become
acquainted on a personal level, and earlier in ARod’s career, in
2000 when Rodriguez had singed his monster 10year, $252
million contract with the Texas Rangers, one or more of Buffett’s
insurance companies bought disability insurance on him. “It was
a big policy,” Buffett later explained, “so big that no one else
would write it. I think it was a $260 million permanent disability
policy.” In November 2007, when Rodriguez was having
difficulty in his negotiations with the Yankees over a new
contract, he took the advice of Buffett when he bypassed his agent
and directly contacted the Yankees for talks. Buffett has an
autographed jersey from Rodriguez hanging in his office.
Buffett has
also befriended
and
advised
Cleveland
Cavaliers
superstar
basketball
player LeBron
James.
They
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first met in
September
2006
when
James traveled
to Omaha to
have lunch with
Buffett and his
daughter.
James, who has
stated he has
“great respect
LeBron James and Warren Buffett on a July 2009 golf
for
Mr.
outing at Sun Valley, Idaho.
Buffett,”
has
sought Buffett’s
advice on business maters. LeBron James was drafted by the
NBA right out of high school, and has since landed a number of
highpowered endorsement deals with Nike and others. But
beyond endorsements, James is also interested in putting his
money to work in an investment sense, and Buffett can certainly
offer guidance and advice on that score. James has expressed an
interest in becoming the first billionaire athlete — that is, in terms
of the total value his related businesses might generate. James
also has endorsement deals with CocaCola, a company in
which Berkshire Hathaway holds a sizeable stake. Buffett has
credited James with the right outlook on his business future. In
March 2007, Buffett came to Cleveland to sit courtside as a guest
of James at a CavaliersDenver Nuggets game. More recently, in
July 2009, James attended the Allen & Co. mediamogul fest at
Sun Valley, Idaho where he played golf with Buffett, Bill Gates
and Charlie Rose.

In 2008, Buffett was then 77, and he had become
richest man in the world that year, worth $62 billion
according to Forbes, then beating out his old friend Bill
Gates who had been No. 1 on the Forbes list for 13
consecutive years. Buffett was now more in the public
eye than ever. As Adam Shell of USA Today reported in
June 2008:
“…The billionaire investor is out talking to cable
TV anchors. To magazines. To share holders. To
Congress. To foreign investors. To a former Wall
Street analyst who is writing a book about him.
He’s generating newsy sound bites at press
conferences. On airplanes. In impromptu TV
interviews outside his home. Even in faraway places
such as China, South Korea and major cities in the
euro zone, where he just got back from a “European
Tour.”
He’s even popped up in a CNBC documentary,
The Billionaire Next Door: All Access, which delves
into all things Buffett. Not to mention a recent
guest appearance on the daytime soap opera All My
Children….
April 2008 Fortune features story on “What Warren
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But then came the economic crisis of September Thinks...,” with cover quote: “You don’t want a
2008. In some ways, the crisis helped put Buffett on capital market that functions perfectly if you’re in
even more of a celebrity track — now using his my business.”
reputation to help explain the crisis, provide some
perspective, and again help to reassure the nation. Buffett’s “dance card” for interviews, counsel, and
economic assistance filled up with ever more appointments. Not the least of these were CEO callers
from Fortune 500 companies in some distress, such as General Electric, a onetime Buffett darling.

A Word for G.E.
During the 2008 economic meltdown on Wall
Street, the venerable General Electric corporation
became part of the carnage, and Warren Buffet’s
“business celebrity,” as well as his deep pockets,
were tapped to help ease G.E.’s pain.
On
September 30, 2008, in an early morning phone
call with G.E. CEO Jeffery Immelt, Buffet agreed
to help G.E. to the tune of $3 billion — in return
for which Buffett received a new issue of preferred
stock and warrants which would allow Berkshire to
buy an equal amount of common stock over the
next five years. As Fortune magazine writers
In the financial crisis of 2008 Warren Buffett’s “Wall Street
Geoff Colvin and Katie Benner explained in an
cred” and business celebrity were called upon to help
October 2008 article “GE Under Siege,” the
companies in distress, here in a pitch for G.E.
special preferred shares issued to Buffett carried a
10 percent coupon, which is paid out by GE from
aftertax profits, making it some of the most expensive capital GE could then acquire. But
G.E.’s Jeffrey Immelt — who had gone to Omaha for meetings with Buffett and had consulted with him
often, according to Fortune’s Colvin and Benner — “was willing to pay a steep price for the reassurance
the famed investor’s endorsement would bring.” Buffett soon appeared in advertisements for the
company, lending his name, image and a personal endorsement over his signature for GE and its
future. In one ad, shown above, the copy that ran with Warren Buffett’s photo offered the following:
“Warren Buffett says… ‘GE is the symbol of American business in the world… I am confident that GE
will continue to be successful in the years to come’.” Buffett and Berkshire also invested $5 billion in
Goldman Sachs a week earlier, with Buffett praising Goldman in a press release and TV interviews. He
also appeared on a variety of business and talk shows during the economic crisis, including CNBC a
number of times, The Charlie Rose Show, and others.
Throughout 2009 and early 2010, Warren Buffett
continued to appear in the media, or otherwise make
news with a Berkshire Hathaway move of one sort or
another. In April 2009, he appeared on the cover of
Fortune magazine as a champion of electric car
technology. In November 2009, CNBC featured
Buffett and Bill Gates in a two man cable TV special
aired with an audience of business students at Warren’s
alma mater, Columbia Business School in New York
City. Buffett and Gates answered questions from
students in an hourlong show hosted by Becky Quick
on the state of the economy, America’s status as a
financial superpower, the American Dream, corporate
social responsibility and more.
Buffett and Berkshire would continue to surface in
the business and mainstream press throughout 2009
and 2010 whenever a major deal was announced, as in
Berkshire’s acquisition of the Burlington Northern /
Sante Fe railroad, a huge acquisition and “bet on the
future” as Buffett called it — at $44 billion in total
stake, the largest acquisition in Berkshire Hathaway
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history.
Berkshire and Buffett also made news
in January 2010 when the company was added to the
Standard & Poors’ flagship S&P 500 stock index.

Warren Buffett with actress Glenn Close at the
White House Correspondents Dinner in Wash.,
D.C., May 9, 2009. Photo, Reuters/Jim Bourg

As of
early
2010,
Warren
Buffett
was still a
man on a
mission,
still in the
public eye,
and still
trying to
make
a
difference
with
his
money.
Time was
short, of
course,
but he was

April 2009 Fortune magazine features Warren Buffett’s
investment in electric car technology.

determined to get things done. History will likely judge
him kindly; as a man who generated wealth from a certain
kind of knowledge, putting the proceeds, for the most part, to good and beneficial purposes, making
the world a better place.
Since this story was first written in early 2010, Warren Buffett and Bill Gates have launched “The
Giving Pledge,” a campaign to encourage America’s wealthiest families to commit to giving away most
of their money to philanthropic causes. The campaign targets billionaires and was made public by
Buffett and Gates in June 2010. As of December 2010, more than 50 billionaires — including Paul
Allen, Michael Bloom berg, George Lucas, T. Boone Pickens, Ted Turner, and Mark Zuckerberg — have
signed on.
For additional stories at this website on business history and related topics, see for example:
“Empire Newhouse, 1920s2012”
(the rise of
Sam Newhouse and family as
newspaper/magazine/publishing powers and “culture makers,” with magazines such as Vanity Fair and
The New Yorker, among others); “Murdoch’s NY Deals, 19761977″ (Rupert Murdoch’s newspaper &
magazine growth, including his takeover of Clay Felker’s New York Magazine); “Ted Turner & CNN,
1980s1990s” (Ted Turner biz bio & rise of cable TV industry, mergers with TimeWarner and AOL,
Jane Fonda, etc.); and, “Wall Street’s Gekko, 1980s2010” (the 1987 Hollywood film, ethics lessons
learned?, and subsequent use of Gekko character in business press). Thanks for visiting – and if you
like what you find here, please help to support this website with a donation. Thank you. – Jack Doyle
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